FMMH-3 Hydraulic Lift Paper Drill
• Three spindles with a 2” drilling capacity
• Powerful hydraulic lift with foot pedal activation
• Sturdy adjustable back-gauge
• Easy to adjust moveable head design
• Adjustable hydraulic lift speed
• Built for ease in operation and maximum production performance

FMMH-2 Hydraulic Lift Paper Drill
• Identical to the FMMH-3 except with two moveable heads

Specifications
• Table size: 15” x 32”
• Base footprint: 15” x 15”
• Table height: 35-1/2”
• Overall height: 52”
• Overall width: 32”
• Overall depth: 26”
• Max drilling capacity: 2”

• Spindle Motor: 3/4 HP, 115 Volts
• Hydraulic Motor: 1/2 HP, 115 Volts
• Actual weight: 220 lbs
• Shipping weight: 335 lbs
• Shipping dimensions: 48” x 40” x 60”
• Ships via: LTL Truck

Accessories
• Hydrol HL hydraulic oil (1.5 Gallons)
• Drill strip
• Style A 2” hollow drill bits
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